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What is Artificial Intelligence?

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science and the attempt to transfer human-
learning and thinking into a computer. An AI is capable of processing perceptions from the en-
vironment and solving possible problems independently. A distinction is often made here bet-
ween strong and weak AI. By strong AI we mean a machine that is modelled on human thought 
and action, makes decisions independently and can learn from the consequences of the ac-
tion. In addition, this artificial intelligence can apply what it has learned from different areas 
to other areas. However, such an AI has not yet been developed. Weak AI, on the other hand, al-
ready exists in our everyday lives and consists of complex algorithms that answer specific ques-
tions. This type of AI has been defined and developed specifically for certain application pro-
blems. For example, it is found in smartphones, navigation systems and image recognition.  
 
 

AI technologies

The term artificial intelligence covers a wide range of technologies. Edge computing is a sub-area 
of AI and a computing concept in which data processing takes place at the edge of a network and 
no longer centrally. This allows large amounts of data to be processed with low latency and results 
to be reported in real time. Machine learning is another sub-area of AI and includes algorithms that 
enable the independent generation of knowledge from experience. Deep learning is again a sub-
area of machine learning. This is a special method of information processing. The way it works is 
derived from the human brain in various areas. Through deep learning, the machine is able to make 
and question its own decisions from a large amount of data. Cloud computing is also one of the vari-
ous AI technologies and is needed to enable the necessary computing power and machine learning. 
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Artificial intelligence in companies

Source:  Bitkom-Studie „Künstliche Intelligenz - Wo steht die deutsche Wirtschaft?“, Berlin 2021

approx. 70%
of the companies surveyed see AI as the most 
important technology of the future.

approx. 62%
of the companies surveyed see AI more 
as an opportunity for business.

approx. 57 %
of users buy or rent corresponding AI 
applications.

Areas where AI is used in the company

In marketing (personalised advertising)

Production and maintenance

Sales (analysis of customer behaviour)

Accounting

0,00% 20,00% 40,00% 60,00% 80,00%

Source:  Bitkom-Studie „Künstliche Intelligenz - Wo steht die deutsche Wirtschaft?“, Berlin 2021

Base:  Companies that currently use AI (n=50) | Multiple answers possible

Base:  All companies surveyed (n=603) 
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AI applications

AI is already being used in many industries. In the healthcare sector, for example. Here, image and 
speech recognition systems help with medical diagnosis using AI. Due to the large amount of data, 
it is possible to achieve increasingly accurate results for various clinical pictures. A combination of 
human know-how and the AI of the machine improves healthcare and promotes its innovation. In 
the automotive industry, AI is more in demand than ever before. Driving is becoming easier and safer 
through appropriate systems. Fully autonomous driving does not yet exist, but image recognition, 
driver assistance systems and voice recognition are already controlled by AI. AI is even making cities 
safer and smarter. As more and more people will live in cities due to urbanisation, it is important to 
make them as smart as possible. Cities are increasingly equipped with cameras and sensors that 
generate enormous data streams and enable the optimisation of resource use. Smart cities can im-
prove the quality of life for people living in cities. Robotics is also no longer conceivable without AI 
these days. Robots can perceive their environment better through AI and now take on tasks that 
would have been inconceivable for them in the past. Fields of application for robots are, for example, 
medicine or production. Robots are also used everywhere where it could be dangerous for humans.  
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AI and Edge-Hardware

Decision-making in a wide range of projects is intelligently managed via data collection and AI 
applications. Edge hardware is used for AI implementation, which has new requirements at every 
stage. The above applications involve enormous amounts of data that require many resources 
to collect, store and transmit. These data volumes can no longer be routed to a central server, as 
this would mean long latency times. Here it is now important to find the right edge computer to 
achieve a successful AI implementation.

Challenges

Problem solving

The relevant challenges to consider in data management are latency, the cost of data communica-
tion and storage, and network availability. Therefore, in IIoT applications, AI and machine learning 
capabilities are being moved to the edge layer of the network in many areas. Edge computing 
allows for greater processing power on-site, rather than sending raw data to the cloud first for pro-
cessing and analysis. The goal is to collect large amounts of data, analyse it and train the AI model.

In order to be successful in every phase of the AI project via edge hardware, the various requi-
rements must be clear. BRESSNER Technology supports here with industry-specific know-how 
and the appropriate hardware. Complex machine learning processes are made possible via GPU 
servers, which use AI and Deep Learning. For data processing in small industrial environments, 
ultra-compact and fanless high-performance computers are available, which are particularly sui-
table for data processing and machine control. These embedded box PCs have an extra compact 
housing shape for use in confined spaces.

SHARK A.I. 8-GPU Server BOXER-8253AI

https://www.bressner.de/en/?utm_source=Whitepaper&utm_medium=Whitepaper-AI&utm_campaign=Homepage
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https://www.bressner.de/en/shop/gpu-computers/gpu-servers/shark-a-i-8-gpu-server/?utm_source=Whitepaper&utm_medium=Whitepaper-AI&utm_campaign=SharkAI8
https://www.bressner.de/en/shop/embedded-box-pcs-en/industrial-mini-pcs/boxer-8253ai/?utm_source=Whitepaper&utm_medium=Whitepaper-AI&utm_campaign=Boxer8253AI
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 ▶ Could AI also improve your business model?  
 Feel free to contact us with further questions on the topics of AI and edge hardware.     
 We look forward to receiving your enquiry.

info@bressner.de  +49 8142 47284-70

About BRESSNER Technology

www.bressner.de

As a provider and value-added distributor for industrial hardware solutions, BRESSNER Technolo-
gy GmbH has been offering high-quality products, components and accessories for over 25 years. 
With our range of services, we serve all sectors in which industrially usable hardware solutions are 
required. Many years of experience, customer-oriented service and sound know-how round off our 
portfolio. BRESSNER Technology GmbH is a subsidiary of One Stop Systems Inc.

Contact Form
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